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In his personal practice, licensed psychologist Dr. ROBIN ZASIO, Psy. ?DR. D. He concentrates
on the specific requirements of each patient utilizing the evidence-based, solution-concentrated
treatment concepts of CBT?the fundamentals of which at the core of Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy in 7 Weeks. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in 7 Weeks can be an interactive workbook
that outlines a simple, practical plan that occurs over the course of 7 weeks, and offers real,
tangible rest from anxiety and unhappiness. This is a cumulative workbook?the work you do
every week builds upon that of the last and, eventually, creates a lasting CBT “tool kit” that may
prepare you to handle future challenges as they come.Masterfully written with relatable
examples, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in 7 Weeks allows the reader to quickly connect and
feel understood, and will be offering hope for those people who are seeking to regain control
more than their life. Seth Gillihan focuses on the usage of cognitive-behavioral treatment for
stress and depressive disorder., LCSW, director of The Stress Treatment Middle of Sacramento,
featured doctor on the A&E series HoardersCognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) has proven to be
the tipping point through which many people are finally able to make significant changes and
get away from anxiety and depression. With Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in 7 Weeks you
will:Understand the basic principles of CBT and know how it works Define specific goals that
you’ll work toward during the period of 7 weeks Find out fundamental CBT skills through guided
writing exercises that connect with your current, real-lifestyle challengesCognitive Behavioral
Therapy in 7 Weeks is the most comprehensive yet efficient workbook available for using CBT
to handle anxiety and depression.
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 At first it is a little hard to get into because of author fluff in the beginning. A book that will what
it says! Plenty of very disappointing self-help books out there that promise to help you do things
such as "take charge of your adult ADHD," "gain control of your anxiety" and "lift the fog of your
despair," but instead they merely take your cash and offer only a bunch of history on the
problem in question with several anecdotal experiences sprinkled in for good measure. Thus far,
all the books I've purchased have ended up being all fluff without substance, offering no help at
all. One disappointing waste of cash after another. That is until I took a possibility on "Retrain
Your Brain." Many thanks whomever you are Seth Gillahan or whatever his name is definitely lol..
The author lets you know exactly what to expect from the reserve.For the record.! He lets you
know that he will provide a brief overview of CBT and just why it works with brief information
regarding depression and stress and anxiety and then he will enter 7-weeks of providing you
practical CBT skills to apply to improve your condition and functioning. I've ADHD. Anxiety and
depression often comes alongside that. I began CBT with a therapist about 2 a few months ago
but my therapist is ermmm, of low quality at her work let's just keep it at that, so I am on the
search for a fresh therapist. All people can reap the benefits of identifying their thought patterns
and discovering methods to make them more productive. Any way, this reserve has helped me
more than my last 2 a few months of therapy. You will not be cured of depression or anxiety in 7
weeks of course (and the author tells you that so you know what to expect). Good self help book
I really enjoyed the approach this book takes. Just ok This is just okay. Very pleased with this
purchase! I experienced such as this book mostly focuses on one of the outward indications of
depression, insufficient motivation to get points done. Every chapter provides you establishing
goals & attempting to accomplish them. Not necessarily a bad factor, but I've never had a
problem getting myself to accomplish things so the whole publication was kind of just ok for
me. It gets five celebrities since it is the best so far. However, if you take your time and effort
and motivated to improve your condition, this book can help you obtain measurable relief and
improve your lifestyle. It encourages you to undergo slowly, one chapter weekly, doing the
exercises and actually thinking about how you experience and why you feel that way. I haven't
been able to go to a therapist in quite a while but I've already received more out of this book in
two weeks than I have from probably Most of my past therapists combined. A lot of the material
became an eyesight opener for me. It is important that the reader takes the time to write down
their thoughts as requested throughout the book. Take time to review these notes as you
improvement through the book, become familiar with a lot. If you place the energy into this you
will reap the huge benefits! I'm all about retraining my mind to turn negative thoughts into
positive types. The reserve encourages you to change areas of your thinking as well as your
behavior by suggesting alternate ways of being. This publication pays to for anyone wanting to
enhance their wellbeing via self-help or as an adjunct for customers currently in therapy. (DBT
therapist) Best easy book so far. Don't feel just like I learned anything new. I couldn't get
through 'Feelin Good' which is the most recommended CBT workbook. CBT in 7 Weeks is brief
and to the point. The structure and quickness of learning are where this publication shines the
most. CBT in 7 Weeks kept moving quick enough that I could feel the progress.My problems are
with anxiety. Particularly in GAD and obsessive thinking. My obsessive thinking remains, but my
stress and anxiety has greatly reduced. Please try Good book.!. This reserve is structured.!! Up to
now, I am noticing the negative thoughts that create my panic and am learning how exactly to
stop them within their tracks. I would recommend writing your answer in a notebook so you can
. It will help you with whatever you are going through in your life, I recommend writing your
solution in a laptop so you can perform it over and over again.. Broken down into actions and is



usually in understandable vocabulary for the lay person, yet suitable for the
professional.EXCELLENT !! Excellant and simple but effective,,, buy it ! You'll function your week
to week, much the same you would with a therapist. Great tool for somebody with anxiety such
as myself Great tool for someone with anxiety such as myself.! Def would recommend to anyone
currently struggling. CBT.. So-so Wasn't too impressed..Retraining Your Brian. Excellent book!
Can be used for your self or for individuals and clients.. I find myself going back to it when mini
problems are happening. An excellent resource if you are interested in Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy.This one's a KEEPER! ? ? Well crafted with useful exercises This book helps summarize
cognitive behavioral therapy in a well-written, concise way with useful descriptions and helpful
exercises to assist individuals in honing in on their personal struggles and developing strategies
to overcome them.Finally! It helps to keep me grounded and organized in my own head.
Definitely a book to get and maintain. I just wish to know if it works, not your life story - it's likely
to me about me so get to the idea author. Because my issues are with stress I can't speak to its
efficacy on depressive disorder nor phobias. Learned a lot. Used it for work purposes Great book
Meets expectations This is an excellent tool for interactive use clients in a mental health setting.
Good Book This is an excellent book and had been helping very much. For the time being I
decided to have a look at some self-help books to help myself in the meantime but kept coming
up short with crappy publication after crappy publication. Well, one specific therapist excluded,
but he was amazing! As a therapist, I will certainly be recommending this book to the individuals
I work with. It arrived in a timely manner. It meets my requirements.. Requires too much
journaling.
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